
10 Rules
for Revamping

Your Space



1.  Know how your space will be used! 
 a.  Do some research or ask us what stone will fit best for  
  the space you’re renovating (ex. If you have a few   
  young kids you’d probably want a more durable stone 
  like granite).

2.  Be thoughtful of your layout!
 a. Always get a feel for your kitchen/bathroom before 
  the remodel because our team isn’t going to live   
  there! The only way to make the space perfect for you  
  is to keep up good communication with us    
  (remember we aren’t mind readers) so if you don’t  
  like something tell us!

3.  Remember in most cases you’re dealing with natural stone
 a. Since the stones are naturally sourced they’re subject  
  to variation and the sample you see is just an example, 
  it might not be exactly the same as the stone you 
  receive 

4.  Budget about 15% more than you think you’ll need
 a. Some projects pop up with unexpected costs, and  
  while our team will do their best to keep everything  
  in the original price range we cannot promise that  
  something won’t come up!

5.  Get a payment schedule/contract
 a. This is to keep you and our team happy with the   
  progress on your project! In your quote there’ll be  
  information about payment and if we don’t receive  
  payment on the agreed upon date there is a 3%   
  increase.
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6.  Schedule a �nal walk-through 
 a. After our team finishes your project, schedule
  a final walk-through with one of our project    
  managers/installers so we can make sure your space  
  is perfect for you!

7.  Remember we’re people too
 a. We’re a local family owned business so sometimes it  
  can take us longer than the big guys in the business,  
  but we can promise great results with the added   
  family touch!

8.  It can get messy
 a. Putting new stone into your home isn’t exactly a clean 
  project! Before our team comes to put in your new 
  countertop you may want to store any dishes/utensils 
  elsewhere until the project is complete so you don’t 
  have to worry about any residual dust!

9.  We are not plumbers or electricians 
 a. We do hire outside practices to take care of any of  
  those needs during a project; however, we are not  
  responsible for the outside companies job.

10.  Give us feedback!
 a. We love to hear from you! Give us your honest   
  thoughts! What did we do right? What did we do  
  wrong? Our goal is to grow as a company everyday  
  and one of the best ways to do that is to hear from  
  you! We want to give you the best experience 
  possible! 

Your Design Consultation Begins Now
We’ve customized thousands of interior spaces for over 70 hours a 
week for the past 20 years. We are craftsman driven, not price-driven.

Reach out today to schedule a free design consultation!

zolacs.com
(804) 299-2188

lauren@zolacs.com


